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∞ 
The Oath of Gaia 

 
I invoke The Sacred Name of My Mother Earth  

 

GAIA  
 

With my feet upon Thy Soil, I speak this, My Sacred Oath of Learning and Regenerating and Understanding. 
 

I, (Name), solemnly swear that I will seek to Understand and Regenerate and Balance the Life of My Homeworld,  
The Living Planet, 

Mother Earth. 
 

I solemnly swear that I will well and truly serve (The Name of The Earth Child’s Realm or Kingdom, e.g. I spoke here 
“The Realm of Australia, and The Free Kingdom of AVALON”) and its just head (e.g. Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth the 

Second, and Her Heirs and Successors to The Sword EXCALIBUR), as an Earth Child of The Sylvan.  
 

And I solemnly swear that I will support and defend The Constitution of (The Earth Child’s Realm, Country, or 
Territory) and The Native Tribes of The Earth against all enemies, foreign and domestic; that I will faithfully discharge 
my patriotic duty according to The Chivalric Code; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; that I take this 
obligation freely, without any mental reservation or purpose of evasion; and that I will well and faithfully discharge the 
duties of The Sacred Oath of The Earth Children, into who family I enter by this spiritual pledge of Love to Our Mother 

Earth.  
 

GAIA 
 

With my feet upon Thy Soil, I speak this, My Sacred Oath of Learning and Regenerating and Understanding. 
 

So help me, GAIA!” 

 
∞ 

 
THE NEO-PAGAN POLITICS OF PATRIOTISM 

I composed this ritual using The United States Enlisted Serviceman’s Oath of Office (REF) ~ thus, to achieve an 
expression of patriotism, in lieu of political ideology.  
 
The Sylvan has no core political ideology beyond The Science and Management of The Ecosystems. This is intentional. 
This ‘missing component’ in the sylvan worldview allows every human to adopt the eco-cultural system ~ and each 
person can merely slot her or his favourite political ideology into the engineered vacancy.  
 
In place of a political ideology, The Sylvan is engineered to align itself using patriotism, as the calibration anchor. Every 
Earth Child Community contains fantastic variety, representing every political ideology of the realm, and thus each is 
richly involved in its realm’s political life ~ but always from the point of view of patriotism and loyalty to its realm.  
 
This means that ANY AND EVERY individual or political system can use sylvan culture to express its ideology ~ and 
each realm owns its sylvan communities.  
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Centralization of sylvan communities never occurs at any level higher that of realm or country. This means that sylvan 
organizations are never working for a centralized authority outside of the home country or realm. When two 
neighbouring realms go to war, the two neighbouring sylvan communities are pledged to their realms (but not at the 
expense of ecosystems), rather than to each other ~ and we will remind them of the story of Arjuna, the hero of Indian 
mythology.  
 
This is important, because humans are diverse creatures. In no two realms are the politics quite the same ~ and no 
realm supports or wants groups with a hostile political ideology. Regenerating Planet Earth can only be achieved by 
making the process open to everybody, without asking anybody to change her or his core political ideology. There is 
little or no benefit to only a single demographic playing the game. This is the first meaning behind the absence of 
political ideology in The Sylvan. 
 
The Catholic Church faced opposition from every realm who disagreed with The Vatican. Centralizing The Sylvan 
under a single global or interplanetary head would only be useful for accumulating tyrannical and easily-abused 
power ~ a tool of control. I can’t see how it would benefit The Sylvan Work to transform The Sylvan into a giant 
inflexible uniform tower of power? I think there is no need for anybody to have central control. This is the second 
meaning behind the absence of political ideology in The Sylvan worldview.     
 
And, of course, who can say which is the “perfect” political ideology? I think we are all merely experimenting, 
regardless of how zealous our behaviour may be. Therefore, better to have a system that facilitates political 
experimentation and exploration. This is the third meaning behind of the absence of political ideology in The Sylvan 
worldview. 
 
The Sylvan exists to institute The 10 Gardening Steps of Ecological Regeneration ~ The Butterfly’s Dance of 
Transformation.  
 
The purpose of sylvan communities is the institution of new gardening systems that will regenerate the health of your 
realm and improve your local food supply. Thus, sylvan culture can be generated, used, and integrated by The Dictator 
as easily as The Democrat ~ for both are interested in improving their territorial holdings at no cost, whilst, at the 
same time, keeping the people busy and happy with peaceful productive pursuits.     
 
Thus, The Oath of GAIA contains potent charms of patriotism.  
 
The Seed of GAIA and The Sylvan Scroll of The Earth Children contain the foundation arcana for each country and realm 
to “grow” its own unique “native” sylvan culture, communities, and identity.  
 
Nobody is rejected.  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE NATIVE TRIBES OF THE SYLVAN 
There is a clause in The Oath where we bind ourselves to love and care for The Native Tribes of The Earth.  
 
The Seed of GAIA repositions The Native Tribes from a dying people to a people with a functional role, in each realm. 
Each native tribe of your country or realm will become the central ceremonial and ecological caretaker of the tribal 
dream-pocket of landscape with which it traditionally identifies. This land will always need to be cared for and 
nobody else has better qualifications, both in the form of historical knowledge and current motivation. The identity 
of the tribe is entwined in its pocket of landscape ~ if the landscape looks bad and unattractive, the local tribe and its 
ritually-initiated allies, The Earth Children are probably unworthy of attention. The local sylvan community unites the 
fervent environmentalists deeply with the native tribes and thus allows the link to be created between the divided 
races/social castes/communities. The Sylvan Gardens of The Earth Children are an urban place where worlds meet.  
 
If you live in a “the suburbs”, The Butterfly’s Dance results in your neighbourhood growing healthier and prettier and 
more psychologically relaxing, but you needn’t engage with any aspect of the plan that you don’t want to engage with. 
The people become more talkative and the new spirit of community contributes to safety and reduced crime rates, 
but you needn’t engage with it. The air smells better, your gout is alleviating, and your kids have filled the gardens 
around your house with clouds of butterflies ~ different colours and types, in different season. But you needn’t engage 
with it.  
 
And perhaps you never will.  
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But you will enjoy the ability to drink wine with less discomfort and the few extra years that are added to your life by 
the healthy organic food your family is growing in your garden and the improved value of your house as your garden 
becomes filled with (astonishingly) a carefully colour-co-ordination of flowers and butterflies and lovely birds, 
intentionally naturally-attracted.     
 
And if one day, you decide you might be curious to engage with the new wholesome regeneration of life that is 
bringing your suburb together, you need only walk down the street to your local park ~ and your neighbours will 
smile and welcome you.  
 
We are gardening ~ and it’s fun!  
 

-o0o- 
 

THE HERESY OF THE NATIVE TRIBES 
Nearly every crime that has been committed against The Native Tribes1 of Planet Earth has been justified by their 
“heretical” beliefs and their heathen lack of Christian religion ~ and now, centuries later, they are still carrying the 
residue burdens.  
 
Genocide, in some cases ~ at the behest of The Church and led by the hypocritical religious rhetoric of The Christian 
Cult.  
 
The cult who claims a monopoly on ‘goodness’.  
 

Great PAN 
opens The Gates of His Invitation 

to 
The Native Tribes of Planet Earth 

 

 
 

To gain initiation into this rite,  
The humanoid merely gains a mystic tattoo containing The Peace Circle, lights a lamp,  

and takes The Oath of Gaia, in a place of Nature’s meaning.  
 

-o0o- 
 

The Sacred Conjurations of PAN 

being an Alchemical Treatise on The Druidic Arcanum of “Malkuth”: The Prime Materium 

The Cult of The Wyld 
Eco-Liberation & The Spiritual Path of The Sylvan 

 

0. 
Being, The Writ of The Precepts of The Cult of The Lorax 

Liberty, Learning, Love & Life 
 

“THE LOST TRIBE” OF THE NATIVE PEOPLES 

On The Cult of The Lorax, an Eco-Aware Youth Sub-Culture of The Goddess 
 
Among the most significant social problems faced by Australia (and much of the rest of The European World) is the 
problem of Youth Rebellion.  
 
The children see the mindless conformity of the grown-ups’ response to irresponsible authority. They see the banal 
downwardly-spiralling society that unquestioning conformity has produced. And they simply don’t want to continue 
walking down that path.  
 
In desperation, they rebel against their parents and the lifepath laid before them. Parents don’t know what is wrong, 
they shock at the idea of their children’s rebellion and they attempt to use force to compel them back into mould of 

                                                        
1 The Urban Tribes (i.e. the modern humans who wish to dedicate their lives and reincarnation paths to GAIA) are also welcome in this pagan rite 
~ as are any witches who feel a belonging here. 
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social expectation. Family “mediators”, a prolifically successful (at least from a commercial point of view) new type 
of psychologist, reproduce to swamp every aspect of the country. Parents cry to governments, who haven’t a clue 
what to do. The entire social fabric begins to unravel. The authority figures don’t have answers beyond oppression. 
Thus, the problem gets worse. The youth of society watch the great monolith of civilization careening forward and 
we have asked a question:  
 
Where are you going?  
 
Then, everything stopped. And started to fall apart. Does anybody, except the shit-disturbers, have a vision of the 
future?  
 
You have been oppressing the children in your attempts to make them to stop asking questions. 
 
Yet questions are what guide us through these change junctures, in history. 
 
But the predators aren’t so picky and the neon wonderland awaits. How much for your teddy-bear, little child? Thus, 
parents watch helplessly, as youth sub-cultures are generated and callously exploited by giant corporate and 
commercial interests. Raping the children of their ideals, their innocence, and, of course, their dollars. Then sending 
them out to “acquire” more dollars and bring in new recruits. Vileness and corruption are marketed as attractive. 
Treachery is marketed as the normal. 
 
Little children are transformed into buzzing swarms of scavengers. Parents cry. Who can confront the giant 
corporations and the toxic culture of corruption that they collectively wield?  
 
Parents, so well-programmed to obey society’s authority figures, right or wrong, have only the choice of trying to 
adapt. 
 
But the Children never stopped dreaming. And in a secret place beneath Hangman’s Tree, The Lost Children live. 
Where there are Lost Children, there is PAN. And PAN has a solution to every problem! Now cometh forth Ancient 
PAN by the conjurations of his tribe, The Lost Children, who shall now be called “The Earth Children”. 
 
So much for myth and the secrets of childrens’ stories. It has become appropriate that we now lay down some fun and 
wholesome foundations through which society’s children may channel their energies toward the creation of a better 
world. Already there exists many ecologically-minded “Green” movements, particularly amongst the youth and 
politically active, these form the modern link in a culture that has been evolving, in synchronized proportion to 
humanity’s Earth damaging-behaviour. PAN and his wyzards have employed here a strong element of fantasy and 
imagination, always based in the sound psychological formulae of intrinsic primal human nature. The Earth Children 
Cult exists to tend The Shrine of Natural Awareness. Through The Oath of Gaia, that is The Outer Degree Initiation 
offered to all Humanity, every other Human culture and sub-culture will make their peace with The Earth and come 
to re-awaken Eco-Awareness, in their own cultural doctrines. This Foundation Initiation contains the awakenings 
necessary to activate The Living Soul of every true religion of humanity. 
 
So why is this then done through the media of an Insanity Cult?  
 
PAN, the author, is afflicted with a wickedly irreverent sense of humour. When it came to poking fun at the folly of 
human religion and modern sensibilities, he simply couldn’t resist the temptation of The Pranking.  
 
The Cult of The Lorax is a doctrinal seed that manifests as a thoroughly unrepentant insanity cult. This seed will grow, 
spread, and bloom into a powerfully established human culture: The Earth Children. Thus, no real differentiation is 
made between The Cult & The Culture. The culture is inherently beyond the control of commercial interests. It’s de-
centralization and reliance upon ideals renders it immune to puppetry at the hands of politically-adept social-
climbers. All Earth Children answer only to their own True Will. The only leaders are those Great Humans who ascend 
to become Prophets of The Living Force (David Suzuki, Noam Chomski, and The Wachowski Sisters are examples of 
my prophets, the only factor defining a Prophet is her works). Prophets manifest only to the receiver of the Prophecy, 
thus The Prophet may only be recognized as such, yet may never assert the mantle. 
  

THE SPIRITUALITY OF THE LORAX 

Mother Nature, The Divine Providence. She laughs through every gurgling steam, she grows with every act of change, 
Her movement is the pulse of life running through every living creature. Her “how-to manual” is written through 
every organism and event. All-Begetter, All-Destroyer. Her worship is offered through every act of celebration and 
every act of love. Her doctrines are manifest in every great work of the greatest human souls. Her gift for humanity is 
knowledge and awareness. 
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The Purpose and Objectives of The Lorax Cult ~ 
 
I. Preservation & Defence of Natural Beauty and The Planetary Biosphere through The Butterfly’s Dance of 
Transformation. 
II. Development of Eco-harmonious Technologies, both Urban & Wild. 
III. Multi-Cultural Harmony & The Permanent Eradication of Racism. 
IV. Return to a Natural Diet & the universal institution of Eco-Sustainable Technology. 
V.  Aboriginal Reconciliation.  
VI.  The Freedom of all Boy Scouts to a) be girls, & b) wear army fatigues instead of the old itchy woollen English 
private school pants. 
VII. World Peace through Love. 
VIII. To inspire all humans to embrace The Great Work of Liberty & Eco-Awareness, each in accord with her or his 
own unique Identity & Nature. 
IX. The understanding of all Interglobal Sylvan Culture as a new tribe of humanity, named The Earth Children. 
X. The Bloom of Religious Polytheism. 
XI. The Celebration of The Natural Trinity & The Ascension of Science as the governing paradigm of Humanity.  
 

THE SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINES OF THE PATH 

Diet: “GaiaFood”, Fruits & Vegetables, the wholesome life jewels of Gaia. Trees are the most worthy Lovers. Their 
orgasms are as Jewels of Life. But we must spread the Seeds! All Earth Lovers treat the Natural Diet as a most essential 
spiritual discipline. Every human instinctively knows and smells the difference between wholesome EarthFoods and 
artificial corporate foods. Some Earth Children are vegetarians, yet most males and pregnant mothers maintain 
carnivorism as a spiritual discipline, to honour the history of our biology. Many eat natural meat (i.e. non-toxic game 
meat). Many Earth Children experiment with peculiar or extreme diets, such as Organic, Vegan, etc. Diet is the defining 
aspect at the core of all Earth Culture. “Organic” Food ought be mentioned here.  
 
The term “Organic Food” is currently used to mean food grown free of pesticide, herbicide, hormone, medical and 
other introduced chemicals. Many Earth Children eat only Organic, yet The Cult as a whole teaches that whist this 
practice is very clean, to eat only organic food would create bloodlines susceptible to toxins. Earth Children ought 
treat “CityFood” as poison and, thus, build and maintain a natural resistance to it by occasionally eating it, in 
harmlessly small doses. This is achieved easily through eating wholesomely, whilst taking a generally non-prudish 
attitude toward the affair of diet. Earth Children believe moderation is the key to most mysteries, yet we take an 
extremely eclectic approach to food. The healthies diet is the diet that embraces learning, trying, and open-
mindedness, whilst honouring our biological history as carnivores. The corporation-serving grups ooze vileness, 
degenerating themselves, generation to generation. The Earth Child can smell a clean human. It is a basic truth that, 
collectively, Earth Children are far more wholesome, than most other humans (Yes, this is their singular indulgence 
in snobbery and it is perfectly true, too).  
 
Note that I wrote the above words, more than a decade ago, and have since become a voracious, unrestrained 
carnivore. I inherently prefer natural foods and eat vegetarian, unless the meat is of suitable quality and quality is 
essentially the only restriction on my diet, now. The relaxation associated with relinquishing food fads is 
overwhelming. Life is a banquet. I got plump, for the first time in my life, soon after becoming a carnivore of 
unrestrained debauch. Now, I am an animal who eats other animals and it is Great Fun. It is worth asking yourself, O 
My Lovely Earth Children, if you really want to direct your evolution to be super-passive vegetarians who love to work 
in gardens and certainly understand wildlife better than any other beings in existence, but probably haven’t got much 
influence in any decision-making body and, thus, are not in a conventional position to “protect the environment”? A 
person can achieve strength by striving to be a fine citizen. May I also suggest that the type of people attracted to The 
Sylvan are the type suited to make exceptional contributions through The Sciences. The Sylvan is inherently “a 
university culture”. Conventional influence can be achieved through respect for your mind. Therefore, I encourage 
you to consider The Scientist’s Menu Philosophies as a baseline for all of your sylvan dietary exploration, which, no 
doubt, will be extensive, innovative, and often great fun.  
 
Eco-Art: A foundation power of Earth Magick ~ The Wyld Arcanum of The Seeds. Every Earth Child is deeply versed in 
the arcana of The Animal Summoning Plants. This is a deep and complex knowledge for summoning animals to groves 
of wild magick. A delicate and beautiful conjuration. And each Sylvan Grove maintains particular knowledges of the 
Earth. Earth Children are not, strictly-speaking, ordinary gardeners. We pioneer a unique new approach, which we 
call “Eco-Art”.  
 
Strange & delicate wonders exist in the plant kingdom. Every Earth Child is a skilled botanist, conjuring the tendrils 
of seething green life, up through the cracks, in the steel and concrete web of their cities. And we are mad, winding 
every element of wholesome power into our spells. You will find us creating wonders of fruit and vegetable, fonts of 
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life or wyld chaotic summonings, but ever there is method to our madness, shaping the eco-scape of our cities, as a 
great weaving of the life webs by our botanical art. By the depth of our dreams, we have stirred to life forces of Green, 
more ancient, than your conception of civilization. We are creating! Behold, the conjurations of our Art, for they are 
devouring and transforming your world. Today you see the first sprout of green through the cracks in your mirror. 
Tomorrow….. 
 
Sylvan Druids (i.e. every natural scientist who is dedicated to The Sylvan ~ this is the only qualification for being a 
“Sylvan Druid”) research every strand of knowledge which science has to offer to empower these Arts of The 
Conjuration. For example, we do not fear the genetic-engineering technologies which we use to create giant plants 
and fruits. There will be mad scientists amongst our ranks and these technologies are just part of the techno-magick 
of The Wyld. However, we fear the corrupt corporate fools who currently wield irresponsibly such secret knowledges. 
 
Every art of The Wyld belongs to us and we are skilled and adept in these, as Spiritual Disciplines ~ from the newborn 
initiate’s planting of her 1st Seed to the wonders of weaving Life-Webs, Eco-Art is a skill and whilst the gardens it 
creates are incredible and inspiring, the real Magick Secret is the change it creates in The Soul of The Practitioner.  
 
Musical Ability: Harmony. Tribal Forms. Ancient Forms. Wilderness Forms. Pan Pipes. The Music of The Wood Elves. 
Every Earth Child has her own means of musical self-expression. Indeed we believe that every idea which may be 
expressed through spoken word may also be expressed through musical harmonic, without words. There is a deep 
secret herein and we call such magick, The Tongue of The Pan Pipes. It is our highest language and its articulation 
innovation and creation is a future work of The Earth Children. 
 
Animal Mimicry: Earth Children practice mimicry of native animals and some are very skilled, at this art.  
 
Meditation: “The One Year Manual” Dr Israel Regardie. The Jews were a wonderful are spiritual people who have 
produced many of the best manuals on the practices of Magick. Indeed, Qabala is a core feature of Earth Spirituality. 
We don’t pretend to fully understand the Jewish system, however, we sense many of the secrets that it holds and we 
note the disproportionate fear and the extreme measures which have associated with attempts to destroy it. Spiritual 
rejuvenation of humanity. This fantastic book, by Dr Regardie, is another central Instruction manual of The Spiritual 
Knight, presenting the material in a manner that is non-doctrinal and easily integrated by all religious schools of 
thought. For more advanced study: “Yoga” Earnest Wood. Though, Earth Children fully engage upon the study of all 
mystery religions (particularly the Oriental schools, who are the experts on this type of meditation,) we will 
eventually write our own texts on the subjects. 
 
Chi Disciplines: Tai Chi & Chi Qong & The Martial Arts. Every Earth Child is proficient in the art of Chi-Qong, Tai Chi, 
in addition to basic self-defence forms of the Taoist Arts of Kung Fu. The Taoist Mystics appear to be the world masters 
of The Chi Arts & with them, we learn. Sylvan initiates will be Tai Chi Masters, and such proficiency is necessary for 
entry into the inner order. Warriors practice The Martial Arts to deep level proficiency as a Spiritual Discipline.  
 
Sacred Archery: Fun! 

 

THE MAGICK GLYPHS OF THE LORAX 

Every Cult must have its own Secret Language. Every Cultist reads & writes The Secret Language, though its main use 
is ceremonial. As our Cult is based on fun and wonder, so too will our Magick Language express our Spirituality. We 
choose The Elfin Glyph Sequence of Middle Earth, woven by The Great Wizard J. R. R. Tokien! This is valid magickal 
practice and we find these to be an amusingly powerful tool of magickal expression. These Magick Glyphs are secret, 
in that nobody except Earth Children bother to learn them. The Earth Children may have need of truly hidden cyphers, 
in future, and imagination will be the key. Others who learn of magick writings have taken an important spiritual step 
toward allowing Earth Consciousness to enter their Soul, whether or not they recognize this. 
 
 The Language of The Bards: The Gaelic Tounge: of Ireland. 
 The Arcane Language of The Druids: Ancient Greek 
 The Ritual Glyphs of The Earth Children: The Middle Earth Glyphs of JRR Tolkien. 
 
SOME NOTES ON THE HIEROGLYPHS OF THE WOOD ELVES  
The foundation use of this script is as a communication system. The Paradigms of Earth Magick of The Cult of The 
Lorax are woven on The Middle-Earth Glyphs structures outlaid by the great sage, J R R Tolkien, who was much more 
interesting, than boring christian religious linguists. This act is perfectly accorded to correct magickal formulae & the 
language is a true Language of Magick. In addition to which, The Fantasian Realms whole-heartedly endorses and 
supports this work of paradigm-weaving. We magically affirm this action by stating that Tolkien was obviously a 
Prophet.  
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In frenzied mystical madness, it was revealed by The Circlet that these Magickal Glyphs are fit vehicles of Earth Magick. 
 
The Cult of The Lorax claims its magical script to be more wonderous, ceremonial, and religious than the christian 
bible, on the premise Tolkien’s stories were much more fun and believable. The Earth Children take irreverent glee in 
confuting the mundane grups, by learning our fantastic magical scripts, with great respect and seriousness. 
 
THE COMMON TONGUE OF THE EARTH CHILDREN 
The English Language is the universal dialect of The Sylvan. This language is extensively recorded in the films of the 
era, e.g. The Adventures of Robin Hood (DATE). Thus, Earth Children may learn the language through Classic 
Revolutionary Cinema from The Age of Oil and Classic Literature of The Old World.  
 
THE BARDIC TONGUES OF THE EARTH CHILDREN 
The delicate magick languages of The Celts are a part of who I am and thus, who we are. I envisage our people and 
culture evolving into the Arcadian ideal of Wood Elves and I would like a mysterious and wonder-filled language to 
go with this, as a language of song and opera. I love the sound of original Irish and the Celtic/Gaelic tongues, but 
delicacy will be important and I think Irish tongues will be very appropriate. The Irish have perhaps the most 
beautiful accent of any people in The World.       
 
THE SCIENTIFIC TONGUE OF THE EARTH CHILDREN 
The Language of Science is Latin. Originally, this language was used to allow common communication by scientists of 
every culture and race, across language boundaries, thus every treatise was published in Latin. Thus, will The Earth 
Children use it thus. Earth Children work to re-establish Latin as the primary “touchstone” language of Science. 
 
THE CEREMONIAL TONGUE OF THE EARTH CHILDREN 
Ancient Greek. The Language of Ceremonial Magick, QBL. These are studied through the universities by The Sylvan 
Druids as part of their Initiation qualification. This will perform the core function of ceremonial QBL. Throughout the 
worlds, will be Earth Child shrines shaped as circular corinthinan edifices, bearing complete astronomical maps and 
instructions for astro-navigation ~ always scribed in Ancient Greek. Thus, such that any sylvan druid finding such a 
shrine, after a civilizational collapse, may lean the basic art of astro-navigation and see her place in The World, 
thereby.   
 
Ancient Greek is perfectly aligned with Ancient Hebrew and has been adapted by medieval magi to the Hebrew system 
of QBL. Universal Reality Manipulation entitled QBL. This has been the core of Jewish religion for thousands of years. 
According to The Hebrews, it was given to Moses on The Mount, but when the tribes were found unworthy, he gave 
them a “daddy-figure” god and The Ten Commandments (rules for the immature) instead and restricted QBL 
(pronounced “Qabala”) to the priest caste, who were tested by Ordeal to ensure their character and wisdom, prior to 
initiation. QBL is the hidden cypher at the core of this scroll, which is an example of a rite of qabalistic magick. The 
original qabalistic interpretation of universe describes no “humanized deity”, but instead a concept called The Ain 
Soph Aur, which translates “The Infinite Light”, and is an idea much like “The Living Force” of The Star Wars 
Mythology and The Chi Force of Oriental Mysticism. 
 
Are The Graeco-Roman People the fabled Lost Tribe of Israel? It is said that tribe used QBL, instead of merely 
preserving it and in this way they differed from the other twelve tribes. Could Linguistics & Mathematics, Science & 
Modern Civilization have been a result of the misuse of QBL? Have you ever noticed how Zeus looks like the “daddy-
figure” God and the rest of The Olympian Pantheon are perfect expression of The Sephiroth?  
 
The whole of Freemasonry is built on Jewish QBL.  
 
Cultural continuity, perhaps?  
 

THE CULT ITEMS OF THE LORAX 

 
Holy Symbol: The Pagan Glyph of Natural Unity: The Peace Circle.   
 
Religious Robes: Natural Fibres. Anti-Labels. Beauty. Colours. Pragmatism & Comfort. The Ceremonial Use of Green 
Hooded, Natural Fibre “Harry Potter” Robes. Essential accessories in the work of invoking the sacred wisdom of 
Lunacy.  
 
On Bare Feet, Sandals & The Boots of Travelling. The Earth Child will always prefer to walk barefoot & their soles are 
very tough, as a result! However, sandals made of natural fibres are the alternative. Roman sandals were some of the 
best designs ever made. Gaia. Many Earth Children prefer natural-fibre clothing. However, this does not mean an end 
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to the chemical textile industries. Technology is part of what has made humanity great and ought not be scorned, but 
should be understood. The creative vocation of each technology will unfold, as the game continues. 
 
The Sacred Incense of Eco-Awareness: Flowers from a Moonwell are used, after being bound into a bundle & shaken 
to the four quarters, spreading their pollen upon the winds. 
 
Anointing Oil: Jitterbug Perfume (1984) by Tom Robbins, outlines the iconic magical scent of The Sylvan. This may also 
validly be used in an “little cauldron” by those Earth Children who have not yet developed the ritual skills and 
resources necessary to erect an Incense Braiser.  
 

MAGICK ITEMS OF THE EARTH CHILDREN 
“The Boots of Travelling”: New Boots are always consecrated by a deep Nature walk, affirming their purpose. 
Thereafter, they will always guide The Earth Child to The Prophets, who will speak to her and tell her where she is 
next needed, in The Great Work of Liberty.  
 
“The Staff of Woodlands”: Strong Wood Walking Staffs are considered highly valuable possessions, amongst The Earth 
Children. They have an infinite variety of uses. Every Earth Child has a stout Walking Staff, which she will have 
consecrated by bath in a Wild Forest Stream, under the radiance of The Full Moon, at her zenith, whilst speaking an 
incantation (of her own composition), invoking The Natural Trinity, praising Nature asking The Soul of The Earth to 
bless The Staff, that it remain ever stout in guiding her footsteps, to do The Great Work of Liberty & Justice, Eco-
Awareness & Truth. Fun. Occasionally these magick items fall into the hands of those outside of The Cult and they are 
a curse to the profane, but an item of great value to The Earth-Lover. Apart from the fact that they will function in a 
magickal capacity, if they like the possessor, they are a symbol of The Magickal Will. They will cause the subconscious 
will of the possessor to make acts of Eco-Defence and, if the possessor is a polluter, this may mean the possessor 
accidentally sabotaging himself through a folly-ridden corporate decision, causing his company to lose millions. 
Hideous coincidences will occur to the unwholesome possessor, in building momentum, always the mark of Eco-
Awareness stamped upon them. Also, if a Staff of The Woodlands falls into the hands of an enemy of Nature, it will 
attempt to snap, releasing its full charge of power in a Curse of Eco-Rage. 
 
“The Sylvan Longbows of The Moon”: The Art of Archery is sacred to The Moon and The Elves, The Woodlands and 
Arcadia. This is a Temple Art of The Sylvan. Every Earth Child learns and practices this art from the earliest age. It is 
a sacred “sport” and discipline of The Sylvan. An important aspect of this Art, oft neglected by techno people, is the 
ancient craft of bowyer and fletcher, the traditional wisdom of crafting The Longbow and Arrows. We love playing 
with high-tech bows, collect such trinkets, and many sylvan engineers become professional designers of fantastic 
ultra-tech bows & arrows, for an important aspect of the work of establishing our culture is the work of recovering, 
celebrating, and modernizing the ancient craft of bowyer/fletcher, integrating the best of advanced technology with 
the best of traditional craftsmanship. No modern synthetic fabric can rival the traditional materials for crafting a 
violin, so too is The Sylvan Longbow. Craft made through harmonizing natural material and hi-tech 
materials/engineering creates longbows which fulfil the temple role of The Sylvan Longbow. We will transform 
ancient Art. Earth Children will collect and preserve the ancient books on this subject and we will write many of the 
greatest modern books, on this subject.  
 
When threatened by tyranny, we must arm ourselves and our community. We will conduct this process responsibly, 
according to local law. We will be assiduous in regard to using only those guns that are legally permitted and we will 
conduct our practice drills with attention to safety. We are not comfortable with the idea of ordinary citizens toting 
guns in public. The presence of a gun in the attic and at the practice range is sufficient for defending society, unless 
insurrection has broken out.  
 
More powerful guns have a place in service of defence, in times of war, at which periods, they are issued by the 
government unto soldiers. The Sylvan will never be militant enough to constitute an army. However, if the citizenship 
is Democratic and part of The Free World, Sylvan Scouts and Warriors will always work with democratic resistance 
forces, “The Rebel Alliance”, to defend Democracy & Freedom, Truth & Justice, should Democracy ever be threatened, 
anywhere. But remember, whilst  The Sylvan is a child of The Free World, it can be dedicated to other ideals in other 
countries. Part of the role of The Sylvan is as an organ for the defence of its home realm, from external and internal 
attacks.    
 
“The LuckStone”: Touchstones are a focus for directing The Chi, thus the symbology of the pebble from a nature stream. 
Yet, from Earth-Crystal to Sea-Jewel, The Luck Stone is ever a manifestation of the wonder of Nature’s Bounty. 
Hereditarily, these are collected and, to us, these are valuable. Jewels of The Earth Children are ever designed of a 
type worthy of a Dragons Horde, real treasure wrought with consummate skill! 
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The Goddesses: These are an aspect of The Women’s Mysteries. When an Earth Child who is an infant girl reaches her 
first blood (Initiation into Womanhood), she creates a very powerful and important talisman, a Goddess, as part of the 
ritual. This is a symbol of The Soul of Womanhood and is used in almost every type of Goddess magic, thereafter. It is, 
in fact, a symbol of Her Female Power. The image is as ancient as humanity, since the dawn of human history, these 
images have ever been created to honour The Mysteries and Soul of WOMAN. The image, once created, is wrapped in 
the cloth bearing its Keeper’s First Blood and then, under The Moon, is placed on an altar, in a bowl filled with primal 
soil, for an entire Lunar (month) Cycle. The position in The Lunar Cycle, at which The Woman completes first blood 
and enters her Goddess into the Womb of The Earth Mother, is considered auspicious and determines many of the 
powers of the talisman.  
 
The primal soil is then clayed into the foundations of her local temple ~ some Earth Children choose to set their 
goddesses into the foundations, also, by the creation of a clay brick, upon death, thus to become a smoothly-polished 
archaeological relic, thousands of years from now. Sometimes this ritual is performed, when the talisman is first 
created and The New-Born Woman’s Goddess exists in Her Imagination, thus, she carries it with Her always, often 
making many new physical materializations of it. Yet, however the configuration, The Goddess is fundamental and 
there will a such an idol, on every girl’s temple altar table.  
 
The talismans are often created of Clay, Wood, or Stone. However, exceedingly powerful talismans are made of 
mandrakes, carefully gathered, yet such is only used when the mandrake is given by a witch of The Sanctuary or by 
the intuitive guidance of Mother Nature. The Witch only does this under universal decision, facilitated by The Coven, 
if she has one, elsewise the witch or the initiate must decide. In this act is a profoundly secret symbolism, known only 
to WOMAN. Its full powers are known only by the witches and are taught to its possessor, through initiatory events, 
as she grows in strength and maturity. It is enough to say that if The Witches give such a gift to a young girl, all the 
tribe recognizes that girl as potentially very powerful. These gifts are never related to colour-based racism. True 
strength scorns all colour-based racism and in the eyes of The Goddess, every Woman is known only be her soul. 
 
Man may never touch a talisman, without the permission of its Keeper Goddess, for The Woman, not the talisman, is 
considered The True Goddess. The Talisman is a token of Her Female Power. Though these talismans mean life to 
their Keepers, they can mean sterility & death to those who would violate them. However, there are ritual occasions 
through which man may honour the Goddess and, thus, The Woman. An example is The Rite of Fertile Blessing, in which 
The Woman presents the talisman before The Man, who kneels and kisses The Belly of The Goddess in a Great Rite that 
is consummated by Love and the birthing of a Child. Such a blessing is bestowed by the very Soul of Womanhood and 
results in the man becoming exceedingly fertile. Thus, as woman receives the gift of life through the seed of man, so 
too does She bless him with the gift of life through love. A child will always be born of such a union, unless the Mother 
Goddess (microcosmically: The Planet Earth, macrocosmically: The Archetype of Nature) has other plans.  
 
This Rite, however, is not simply a common formula to cure infertility. There are many lesser hearth wisdoms and 
ritual formulae known to the Witches easily and successfully resulting in the attainment of such an objective. The 
most common formulae being the nursing of another’s happy infant, during the period of The Full Moon, an almost 
definite recipe for success.    
 
The Elven Blades: Created as an Art form by The Earth Child Blacksmiths (all Warriors learn the basics of this skill). 
We will gather the wisdoms of the forging from every culture and civilization of human history and every modern 
technology will be ours too: this is a part of the bounty we claim: and what was labour without spirit for you, in our 
hands becomes Living Art, immortal and worthy of The Ages. The Avalonian Sword EXCALIBUR will be materialized 
from The World of Dreams into The World of Matter by an Earth Child. Thus, will centuries will of refinement and 
development perfect this Art, for The Earth Children retain a powerful cultural and social and political link to The 
Bloodlines of The Forge. Thus, will we create magical blades of fable and legend. Great swords that will be passed on 
from warrior to child, generation to generation, these will stand as artefacts of our cultural skill and mastery. Of our 
bounty, ordinary, beautifully crafted swords are occasionally sold. Though magickal swords, into which we have 
poured our soul and power, are never sold, but they are occasionally made as gifts for those who have performed 
some great work in service of Our Sanctuaries and The Wood Elves, Eco-Awareness and Liberty. But remember, the 
magick of Arcadia becomes as a curse to those who would attempt to steal them and stolen or wrongfully taken 
swords will ever bring about the downfall of the offending house! These Swords are yet another manner in which The 
Earth Children contribute to humanity’s trove of historical treasures. 
 
“The Sickle of Black Reaping”: A semi-legendary talisman of Great and Terrible Power. The magick of The Sickle may 
only be activated by a Full Initiated Priestess of GAIA. The Sickle of Black Reaping represents Nature’s Role as 
Destroyer and Render of Patterns: Entropy’s Hungry Maw! The battle has become desperate. The High Priestesses 
are endowed with authority to create and use this item to protect their Sanctuaries. They are endowed with the 
responsibility for it’s safe keeping and proper use. 
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Tribal Weaponry: Note on Evolved Tribal Weaponry of The Earth Children: Earth  On certain occasions it is valid for 
an Earth Child to use a Slingshot or Blowgun to remove feral pest animals that are endangering native species. List of 
Target Animals: Footballers, Corporate CEOs, etc., only joking: Cane Toads are a prime example of feral pest animals 
that are seriously threatening Native Frogs of Australia. Earth Children (and every other Responsible Citizen!) will 
make a practice of killing as many of these as possible as often as possible.  Though every Earth Child will practice 
and become experts at the use of the slingshot and blowgun, Feral Pest Animal Lists will be available through 
Government Agencies and Local Sylvan Web Sites.  
 
The Earth Children also develop natural alternatives to chemical rat poisons, etc., though as with all of these types of 
weapon, they are only ever used when sanctioned by a decree from Government. This is a truly important 
consideration, Earth Children will never go killing animals in a random or misguided fashion. These tools are 
employed only in the practice of “culling”. 
 

A FEW TRADITIONAL SKILLS OF THE EARTH CHILDREN 

Eco-Awareness really does mean “Awareness of Ecology”. To become aware of the local environment is a necessary 
component in the process of changing the world. Sounds easy, doesn’t it? Every Earth Child assimilates certain basic 
skills as part of the self-administered initiation process. Assimilation of these foundation skills results in a very real 
spiritual awakening and deep transformation of the personality. 
 
 Knotting: Obviously we inherited this from The Boy Scouts, who remain our guides, in this, as in most related 
skills. 
 Bush Walking: Every Wyldling is a skilled and aware bush walker familiar with every walking track, around 
her City and particularly those in her local electorate. 
 Bush Tucker: Knowledge of wild food plants.  
 Orienteering: Every Earth Child is a member of local Orienteering Clubs and is proficient in this skill. 
 Sailing: This is a spiritual act of harmonizing with The Planet, but remember that exposing your skin to solar 
radiation causes the appearance of pre-mature aging. People often look at me and comment that I don’t age and it 
must be The Devil’s work. A big part of my ability to retain youthful appearance is evasion of radiation exposure to 
my skin. Therefore, every Earth Child who adopts the love of sailing is advised to take exceptional care in protecting 
her skin and eyes.  
 Camping: Every Earth Child is a seasoned camper as this is yet another of our favourite activities. 
 Stealth: This is the art of Moving Silently and Hiding in Shadows. We will develop this practice into a 
professional skill, as philosophically and technically understood as a martial art. All Earth Children cultivate this art 
and develop this skill. They do this as a prank, by sneaking up on each other (and everybody else!), whenever possible. 
They soon learn which of their number are talented at this skill and they learn from these individuals. As in all things, 
The Earth Children also learn this skill from the animals, who are consummate adepts, always very willing to teach 
their wholesome-smelling allies. However, this skill only really blooms when The Earth Child attains Sanctuary-level 
Initiation. It is then that the foundation abilities, developed through many years of pranks & tricks, blossom in the 
comprehension & bonding with The Sanctuary Domains. A fully-initiated Earth Child has such knowledge of and skill 
within her home domain, that she may become virtually invisible at will! 
 Acrobatics: Every Earth Child develops her body to its natural potential, both for fun and health and as a skill. 
 Ornithology (Bird Watching): This is an obsession, for many Earth Children and is coupled with the art of 
photography. Many Earth Children make a profession of wildlife photography. Bird Watching as a competitive sport 
will be reliant upon the capturing of photographs of the avians. Earth Children will be some of the world-professional 
of Brid Watching and each annual and decadal twitcher competition will unite The Earth Children of the planet and 
star systems in a great shared celebration that attracts more than merely the twitchers, for it is a forum where The 
Earth Children discuss matters of global and inter-planetary ecology that need to be addressed. 
 

THE CRAFTS OF THE EARTH CHILDREN 

In addition to being universally wise and adept Gardeners, all Earth Children (without exception!) learn a Craft Skill 
that is of use when living in a sanctuary community, where everybody contributes equally. This Craft Skill is studied 
in a professional manner and refined to an art-form, over the course of The Nine-Year Sojourn. Many Craft Skills 
require University study and extensive equipment, these will be learned by The Sylvan Druids and the knowledge 
seeds thus cultivated will be planted throughout The Sanctuaries, tended, evolved, & grown, as the seasons of life and 
death, turn. Some examples of Craft Skills are Pottery, Weaving, Incense and essence-oil preparation/Perfumery, Bee-
Keeping, Glass-Blowing, Metal-working, etc.  
 

THE MUSIC OF THE EARTH CHILDREN 

Music is one of the most important aspects of a cultural movement.  
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Rock Music:  A powerful tradition of Earth Music has been evolving hand in hand with GAIA Consciousness, during 
our long period of gestation. This tradition is involved in the earliest manifestations of Rock’n’Roll, modern music is 
even named after earthy phenomena! Those who look deeply into the phenomena will recognize that tribal rythmm 
is in fact one of the inherent feature that constitute modern music! However, though we recognize the extensive 
influence of our Spirits, we narrow the definition of Earth Music to only those who work consciously and willfully 
revering The Earth and Her Spirituality.   
 
Some examples are: (in the mainstream) Jim Morrison, Kermit the Frog doing The Rainbow Connection, The Lord of 
The Rings (organ music by Bo Hanson) & The Fifth Dimension. The latter examples are exceedingly rare and have 
likely never been recorded in any medium other than vinal. Herb Alpert’s Tijuana Brass is funky and Nana Mouskouri 
is Beautiful. Thus, Sanctuaries will always keep an old record player and a pile of spare parts collected, at every 
opportunity. There are, of course, thousands of other musicians who have worked as powerful channels of Earth 
Spirituality, Yothu Yindi voiced the sounds of the Australian Aborigines. Paul Simon travelled to Africa and worked 
deeply with the Nubian tribal musicians; Santana worked with certain voodoo rhythms, Bob Marley worked yet 
another magick: The Black People have shown themselves to be among the finest musicians on Earth.  
 
Where the collection of popular music is concerned, each Earth Child will always prefer the unusual, the unpopular, 
the eclectic and strange. She will generally avoid mainstream music, unless it is very obviously True Beauty. Instead, 
she will sift through the discarded collections of records and find the babies that were thrown out with the bathwater. 
Modern music is such that humanity, as a collective, seems to prefer to forget the great pieces, in favour of the new 
pieces. The music of the 40’s, 60’s, 70’s etc, holds as much excellent work, as the most recent types, it is simply a little 
different. Difference doesn’t scare The Earth Child. As most of these great pieces have never been rerecorded onto the 
modern media (CDs, etc) most of such collections will be in vinal. When The Earth Child enters The Sanctuary, she the 
best of her collection and enters it into the communal collection. If she has a record player, she will be taught how to 
build a small generator battery (solar or wind) to power it (The Sanctuaries are self-sufficient communes, in regard 
to electricity). 
 
High Musical Forms:  European Classical Music is a facet of Earth Music, and we work to educate the youth in real 
spiritual music: works like Saint Saens “Carnival of The Animals” & “Introduction and Rondo” express the spirit of The 
Sylvan. Likewise, we seek to understand and incorporate thee “earthy” components and lessons from the high musical 
traditions of every culture, thus to identify with these cultures and build bridges of understanding and togetherness.  
 
Ritual Music: The Sylvan is a repertoire and expression point of the wonderous musical styles and ways of every native 
and spiritually-oppressed culture, hence Multicultural Music.  
 
Medieval Music: The Sylvan will formulate unique new expressions of Mediaeval Music, hence Avalonian-inspired 
forms encompassing the whole style and wonder of The British Isles.   
 
This is The Past. The Future is a Dance. Every generation will create its own musical forms, expressing its own Tastes 
& Will, weaving its own Magick Spells through Music. The Earth Children will create many of their own fun Folk 
Dances. The Arcadian Bards weave Story into Song. Through the generational process of change & creation, a unique 
core cultural tradition will crystalize, as the many elements distil and The Temple creates for itself its own cultural 
identity. As Ireland is the spiritual home of The Bards (& the author of this Manuscript!), expect a very strong Celtic 
Core to weave through our Music! 
 
In Australia, The Earth Children will work deeply with The Aborigine People to create a tradition of Cult Rock Earth 
Music. Get the message circulating! I suspect the Ancient People could teach the modern raving dancers a thing or 
two about rhythm mind warp Earth-Saving Vision-Quests! Mushrooms are to be used, not abused.  
 
But ultimately, every realm and region will develop its own unique traditions, styles, and secrets of Earth Music to 
express its own unique culture understandings of Eco-Awareness. 
 
THE MAGIC FORMULA OF THE INVOCATION & CONJURATION OF THE NATURE SPIRITS OF THE DREAM PSYCHE  
Auric Magic ~ The first formulae of Initiation is the attunement with The Soul of The Earth. Once this is established, 
The Initiate may then choose to spiritually attune with a Dream Spirit of The Sylvan and this is a work of auric 
cultivation through invocation. The Cult formulae for doing this is: a) Choose a Nature Spirit with whom one feels a 
personal affinity. b) recognize one’s own soul as being of this spirit type. The Earth Child of GAIA chooses a Nature 
Spirit to represent and express her Soul. She then works a spiritual journey of exploration, learning about and 
bonding with the chosen class of spirits. For example: An Inventive Craftsman with a short round jovial countenance 
and a love of Gardening may be initiated by The Gnomes into their secrets, thus becoming gnomish, himself. A strong, 
fierce, and independent girl, skilled in Archery, may be hailed by The Daughters of Artemis, the legendary women 
warriors of The Forest. The beautiful, flirtatious, and emotionally-adept girl may recognize her affinity with The Water 
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Nymphs of The Pond before which she has ensnared so many men, in her own charms. The giant laughter-filled 
warrior of infinite constitution laughs (and eats!) like a Centaur. The handsome and jest-filled young Bard behaves 
like a Satyr, and when he isn’t dancing, he’s seducing the women of The Tribe. The wise and kindly, old Sylvan Druid 
is obviously a Treant, the roots of his ancient knowledge spreading far beneath the surface, deep into The Earth, his 
branches gently swaying in the wind whisper stories of Earth Wisdom to the children who play beneath his boughs.  
 
THE MAGIC FORMULA OF THE RITES OF THE TOTEM SPIRITS OF THE ANIMAL PSYCHES  
Totem Magic ~ In every environment on Earth there are animals. The Earth Child reveres the animals, in her 
environment, using the symbolic rites of The Animal Totems as reservoirs of collective wisdom. Stories about The 
Animal Totem Spirits teach the young Earth Children about the behaviour and mysteries of the local native animals. 
These ceremonial stories become reservoirs of knowledge on the local habitat. Hence, the function of Totems in The 
Rituals of Earth Wisdom as supreme vehicles of Eco-Awareness. In addition, the totems also have a very real 
ceremonial effect in communicating with the collective psyches of the animals revered. When a shrine bearing a small 
statue or glyph, obviously representing the animal, is establish by humans, in the animal’s territory and associated 
with an Animal Summoning Habitat Feature or Summoning Plant, the animal knows it is being addressed (excuse the 
unworthy jest). The shrine is then treated with reverence and dignity, Earth-Children lovingly attending it with 
offering gifts of flowers and fragrant herbs, offerings which are pleasant to the animal2. Different types of offering are 
appropriate, at different shrines. Earth Children long watch the animals who dwell around them and learn what they 
like. When this process occurs, the animal becomes aware that it has an ally in the humans who bestows this affection. 
Though, it is unlikely the animal would approach these humans, except on rare, secret individual occasions, but some 
animals are more social. The importance in this process is the consistency of ritual. When behaviour is consistent, 
“ritualized”, the animal comes to understand the event. When an unexpected action occurs, the animal becomes 
alarmed. The ritualization of these acts is a primary part of the power of communication they hold. For example ~ 
 
The Tribal Ceremonies of Introduction into a Sanctuary: every Earth Child who enters a domain, after an absence of 
more than a week or two, presents herself at The Circle Ceremony that night and, after acceptance, is given permission 
to “make her devotions to The Soul of The Earth”. Amongst these are included the ritual of attending each Totem 
Shrine (often in the presence of a resident fully initiate Earth Child who is established, known, and trusted by The 
Animals) in the domain, and make her offering and acts of reverence. Thus, is every new-comer human who enters 
the domain viewed and evaluate by the “totem spirits”. Any human who enters the domain without these rites 
properly performed will thus instantly be viewed as an intruder by all animals of the domain ~ the animals may thus 
safely conceal and protect themselves (or take a more frightening stance)! Animals exist in interspecies communities 
and naturally warn each other of threats, across species, using their behaviour. The animals will know and watch 
such rites, when they are performed, yet most often remain hidden, even from the long-trusted Earth Children. On 
rare occasions an animal may take a liking to a particular Earth Child and make an appearance. Such are auspicious 
occasions of deep spiritual significance. We will soon be asked to fill The World with ceremonial images of The Native 
Animals of Every Land, thus to flood human consciousness with the presence of their return to The Human World 
and establish their influence through every human mind. Thus, is The Foundation established. The animals have ever 
naturally known how to differentiate ally/enemy, yet now they have a primal language through which they may 
communicate with The Neo-Tribe of Earth Children, in the area. 
 
When The Earth is regenerated and The New Age Harmony established, then will The Earth Children present their 
Litany of Earth Devotion to The Native Peoples and request that we be initiated, taught the mysteries of The Rites of 
Animalism and Earth Wisdom. But The Native People will ever retain their secrets, known only to them. We have 
fought many wars, fearlessly standing against far stronger foes and uncompromisingly defending The Soul of The 
Earth. The Native Peoples have recognized us and excepted us. When The North-Queensland Elders publicly 
recognized The Earth Children as “The Lost Tribe”, spoken of in indigenous mythology, we were given a very deep 
honour and a very deep responsibility. But we will not be full initiates of The Soul of The Earth until the battle is won!  
 
Then will each of The Native Tribes initiate The Tribe of GAIA into The True & Ancient Mysteries of Earth Magick, 
thereby will we have earned our initiation into The Conclave! Thus, will we have become a full & recognized Tribe of 
The Earth! 
 
THE FAMILIAR SPIRITS OF THE WYLDLINGS  
Animal Companionship ~ Earth Children do not believe in the practice of caging animals, but we do practice the 
ancient wyldling works of binding animals to our soul. These are The Arts of Domesticating Animals taken to a new 
and deeper spiritual level. In the outer level, the work of domestication is performed with dogs and cats and small 
birds with whose soul The Earth Child binds, from the animal’s infancy, developing a bond so deep that 
communication becomes empathic. The greater works of this magick often involve binding with a Temple Owl (The 

                                                        
2 Note: never food! To feed an animal, thus, would confuse the message and nature of relationship. It is rarely kind to feed a wild animal. Feeding 
wild animals should only ever be used when training the animal and only in accord with the magickal systems taught by Sylvan experts at training 
animals. 
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Sacred Messenger of ATHENE) or more complex, perhaps fantastically-engineered animals, such as a Talking Cat, i.e. 
more commonly known as a “Sphinx”. In the work of universally establishing this magick, Earth Children will gather 
and research every available book and knowledge bank on the works of Animal Training, sifting through them, 
discarding the dross and assimilating every useful skill and knowledge into the form of the newly-penned grimoires 
of our global and interglobal Earth Culture. These are Druidic Works, thus the body of the grimoire is penned in 
English, The Common Tongue, that every being of The Sylvan can read it, whilst the secret key formulae for using the 
skills are penned in Ancient Greek. Much of this work will involve identifying understanding and correlating it into 
paradigms configured for use in the skills being taught and spiritually articulating these through respect and love for 
the animal with whom we are bonding. These works occasionally seem harsh, so be it. As this is a work where a soft 
heart and misplaced gooyness can be dangerous, in the early stages.     
 
THE MAGICK FORMULAE OF CREATIVE ACHRONISM 
Historical Evocation ~ This is the evocation of complete historical realities, in theory & practice. It includes the 
shaping of places to be compete re-enactments of historical periods, and the formation of groups (“Evocational 
Orders”) for the conjuration & establishment of Old World Ambience Patterns, be these medieval or oriental or other. 
The Sylvan works this formula to support vistas far beyond its own lodge patterns, seeing this practice as being 
intrinsic to the entire new world tapestry of The Space Age Civilization, which is in the process of birthing. Gaia. 
Obviously, the rituals and events of these Orders of Evocation are each going to be completely different, each 
according to its own style; for example, the rituals of a medieval order involve Banquets and Tournaments. The 
Rituals of an Ancient Chinese Order may involve The Chinese New Year & Taoist Celebrations, replete with Dragon 
Dances & Fireworks, yet this order’s ceremonies and works and patterns are far different from a Ancient Greek Order 
of Evocation.  
 
THE MEDICINES OF THE EARTH CHILDREN  
Herbal Medicine ~ There are healers among The Earth Children and these individuals run modern medical practices 
that honour those botanical cures which are understood by Science. When the medicinal properties of a plant and its 
applications have been understood to the level of publication in the academic journals of medicine, they may be 
applied. The Earth Children will start a movement, within the medical community, to understand and qualify doctors 
to use plants, in the same way as pills are currently prescribed. In the beginning, this will only be so for minor 
ailments, probably for some generations, before we understand the use of plants to the level that doctors can 

prescribe botanical remedies for delicate illnesses. Note that we do not accept healers who are not 
scientifically-qualified Medical Doctors: There will be no dangerous or unscrupulous quacks 

permitted among our ranks. However, no limits, beyond reasonable commercial tithes, should ever be placed on the 
growing and selling of plants, by free citizens, even dangerous plants, as they are a part of our heritage and, as a 
species, we must learn to handle items that require responsibility.  
 
The Wilds hold many secrets and nearly every pharmaceutical drug is the extract or synthesized replicate of a plant 
component. Most of The World’s Medicine currently comes from The Amazon Rainforest and other ancient forested 
regions that are currently being destroyed. The wealth contained in Planet Earth’ Forests differs from that of any 
other eco-system type and cannot be replaced.   
 
Earth Child Doctors, however, have the important work of understanding and cataloguing the medicinal knowledge 
and botanical lore of The Native People of Planet Earth. This work is of absolute immediate imperative and should be 
among humanity’s top priorities, as this knowledge is being quickly lost due to the cultural genocide programs of the 
modern corporate world. Earth Children in every realm will now create programs to gather and preserve this 
knowledge, so that humanity can use it, but, equally importantly, so that The Native Tribes may relearn it, when they 
have recovered from the capitalist current war against environmental culture.  
 
Over the centuries, sylvan doctors will expand the boarders of medicine to become a forefront of multiculturalism, as 
science assimilates the best and cleverest practices of every culture’s healing skills to evolve scientific medicine into 
a real global discipline. There is much room here for new and interesting projects, but let no practice be integrated 
out of mere enthusiasm. Only the finest and most certainly valid of what each culture has to offer will be integrated 
by this Sylvan Project of World Healing. Science must never be compromised, for ultimately She is the light of 
leadership that will guide humanity to The New Age. She is the Wisest Leader Humanity has ever known.  
 
Now, let it be known that a second work of Healing is contained herein and this is The Hearth Wisdom of The Healers 
Art. The “Every Person’s Manuals on The Arts of Healing”. Science will prepare manuals for the common folk on The 
Arts of Healing, as may be performed by the common folk. These will be presented via the culture of The Common 
Folk, which is Sylvan Culture. Many folk cures are well known, such as Vinegar, Ginger, Garlic, & Honey. The Grimoires 
of Hearth Wisdom will outline hundreds of uses of basic natural curatives for Folk to use in healing themselves of 
minor afflictions. Thus, may many Earth Children become skilled in The Hearth Wisdom of Healing, without becoming 
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corrupted by dangerous “homeopathic” nonsense. The Way of The Sylvan shuns quacks of every sort, without 
exception. Hearth Healers will always be able to cite a remedy using a grimoire of Hearth Wisdom, prepared and 
validated by the scientific community. Our culture will be built upon only the strongest and finest foundations. 
 

TRADITIONS OF THE EARTH CHILDREN 
 

I. 
THE SYLVAN TRADITIONS OF THE JEST 

 
THE TRADITION OF THE RIDDLE  
a) The Riddling Game. Ancient & Eternal. Earth Children are very skilled at this game and our repertoires are vast. This 
Game is very fun. Earth Children will codify entire genres of this Game. A version of The Ancient Game is wonderfully 
portrayed by our prophet JRR Tolkien, in his chapter, entitled “Riddles in The Dark” of “The Hobbit” ~ but the true 
potential extend far beyond. b) The Puzzle Games of The Earth Children: Earth Children love puzzles, thinking games, 
& enigmas. Every Earth Child has her own puzzle collection and very rare puzzles & games are highly desired items. 
Earth Children maintain a constant Arcadian trade, amongst themselves, in such things. They will often trade for these 
with cityfolk, and visits to The City always involve trips to Game Shops. Clever inventers ought note that this industry 
is about to bloom, because mindless games are for the yob humans and, in the game of evolution, we’ve left that 
demographic far behind.  
 
THE TRADITION OF THE TAUNT  
Examples: “Old-Forest Loggers are Foetus-Eaters as they make their bread by stealing from every Human Child who 
hasn’t yet been born! Corporate CEOs are Toxic Toads as they ooze poisonous slime over everything they touch!”  
 
“Antipodes” is the label of the infectious disease known as religious hypocrisy which may be used to isolate factions 
& sects which work to mass manipulate or enslave The Common Folk. Technically, the term means to justify evil 
action in the name of good. An excellent example is christian tyranny, only a unwholesome being would engage in it.  
 
THE TRADITION OF ECO-GRAFFITI 
Those human institutions who defaces The Earth are targets of Eco-Political Graffiti & Malicious Humour. Of course, 
The Cult only encourages that this be done where it is legal. Gaia. Though in truth, The Earth Child does not 
comprehend why anybody would prefer a blank cement wall to a beautiful, educational Eco-Collage of Psychedelic 
Beauty. As most Earth Children are artistically skilled, a new Tradition of Graffiti will develop as a valid stratagem of 
(legal) Urban Ecotage. Earth Children will be exceedingly daring in their works, Ecotaging main innercity sidewalks 
& industrial-suburb buildings, until the city is turned into a beautiful labyrinth of Colour (after obtaining local 
government etc., permission, of course)! This will be done with such loving and spiritual messages that the people of 
the city will begin to feel good again, and they will begin to smile again, and the life-force will again start to breathe 
through the congested souls of the human cities. Throughout, the messages will always firmly and gently, but 
uncompromisingly, confront the peoples with the ecological consequences of their own actions. Taunts are rarely 
used in these works.  
 
Regarding Colour-Paving the sidewalks of The City, no nastiness! Taunts are never included, here, and only messages 
of Peace and Community are inscribed, as the purpose is to symbolically draw all of society back onto the road of 
Peace & Happiness. The Tradition of The Taunt finds its proper manifestation in more conventional (though legal) 
graffiti boards. It is acceptable that a taunt be inscribed nearly anywhere accept directly upon the pavement, if a 
misguided Earth-Child ignores this precedent, their work ought be painted over by the real Earth Children, they should 
consider this to be their duty! Governments will approve of most Earth Child projects, including Colour-Paving, as 
their object is also happy, healthily, & harmoniously beautiful cities and they are faced with the very difficult task of 
pulling humanity out of its downward spiral. Thus, sensible governments are very happy when humans unexpectedly 
begin helping them in creative & intelligent ways. Despite the reputation of current western government as being 
corrupt & banal, many of the most cultured & free-thinking members of humanity are politicians. Modern libertarian 
governments have been evolving like a child with no teacher. The Torch of Liberty has been their sole guide, and its 
single lesson is that humanity must learn wisdom through living, there is no easy shortcut!  The United Nations 
Councils & helpful NGOs are created by people who believe passionately in Liberty, Creativity, & World Peace. These 
are the inspired creators. It ought be remembered that The Earth Children are a culture of the youth & the common 
people. The Green Lamp of PAN, the inner spiritual heart of GAIA Culture is Eco-Awareness: existing everywhere, from 
the centre of world politics to the hearth in every home, inspired to GAIA’s Works by the breath of Her Living Force. 
There are people touched by this spirit, in the highest strata of every world government, and it is these people who 
instituted Multi-Culturalism & Female-Liberation, Environmental Regeneration, Religious Freedom, ~ these people 
were Prophets inspired by The Living Force. It is correct that The Eco-Message ought be conveyed as quickly & 
omnipresently as possible. 
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THE TRADITION OF THE PRANK  
Earth-Children are experts at pranks & practical jokes. Their skills range far & wide, encompassing everything from 
contrived social stratagems of jest to laughter-producing gadgets. Organizations and Demographic/Political 
movements are as fair game as individuals. Pranking a corruption-spewing organization is often far more effective 

than conventional attack methods. Note “Grey Owl”, The Medicine Man of Victorian London.  

 
1. Pranks are always designed to both awaken humanity to Eco-Spirituality, and teach the victim about himself, by 
exploiting the victim’s own stodgy & ill-humoured traits. The Earth Child has a knack of knowing what will really 
annoy her victim! 2. By the same token, Earth Children consider the ability to learn about one’s own wrongful habits 
from a Prank, and change them! to be a fine personality trait worthy of respect. Magick is a great prank and 
oppressing it only encourages its growth. 
 

II. 
THE ARCADIAN TRADITIONS OF THE EARTH CHILDREN 

 
THE TRADITIONS OF FREE LOVE 
Free Love means each human doing what is appropriate to her own nature, without reference to any rules of social 
binding. That can mean be that flirtatiousness, to one person, or monogamy, to another person, but it does not mean 
compulsory promiscuity. Free Love means that collective culture does not impose rules or opinions upon individual 
predilections. Each individual chooses what this means for her- or himself. This does not imply orgies and perversion, 
and has no pornographic connotations, nor does it mean enforced polygamy, but it can mean any of these things, 
without the “enforced” adjective. The fact that Earth Children are perfectly natural in their acceptance of their own 
sexuality simply results in the fact that sex is as much of an obsession. When an Earth Child feels stirred to love, she 
does so without question or reference to any other factor. There is no conceptions of guilt, ownership, prudery, or 
gossip, Earth Children are not afflicted by the world-view psychosis that produces such phenomena in the 
psychological make-up of the normalized humans. Most Earth Children don’t really comprehend that a person could 
seriously feel guilt or jealousy, over matters of sexuality. Far from conceiving sexuality as “unchaste”, we recognize 
that it is The Supreme Celebration of Nature, infinitely Healing & infinitely Natural. In fact, part of The Gaia Stratagem 
of Earth-Regeneration involves the destruction of all rigid sexual moralities through the natural recognition of Love 
as the supreme force of Healing in our Universe. 
 
THE TRADITIONS OF GAIA’S BANQUET 
Tea Ceremony: Herbal infusion by hot water is a very small branch of an ancient practice known as potion-making. 
Herbs have properties far more mysterious and potent then are commonly understood, at the current point in history. 
To distil a herbal potion for a particular effect is to make a deep psyche (irrational, yet highly symbolic. Like Nature 
& the Human Mind!) instruction to create a change in one’s body, be that change a psychosomatic “placebo effect” or 
otherwise. This subject requires extensive development, but nearly every medicine that the normals worship, in pill 
form, is derived from natural plant substances by companies who make a lot of money by putting it in pill form ~ and 
the pharmaceutical industry currently is drug dealer who claims its objective is to cure the customer of the habit. This 
isn’t to say that modern medical pills aren’t of value, they most certainly are! But Earth Child Healers are going to 
establish manuals on the true medical efficiency and use of herbs & natural substances. Get rid of the mumbo jumbo 
that confuses the subject and produce a real alternative for those who distrust normal drug companies that are being 
payed billions of dollars to market their products. Remember the lessons of Bliss (Peter Carey, 1981, novel, and 1985, 
film). Where concerns the use of ritual in The Tea Ceremony, Thus, Earth Children brew herbal potions, declare the 
purpose and turn them, thrice. They then drink of each other’s Love. The Tea Ceremony remains a central pillar of 
Sylvan Society.    
 
Fruit Feasts: They are secretly arranged and secretly declared. A park or reserve is chosen. On the astrological or 
celebratory occasion, The Earth Children converge, each armed with the finest fruits and often a dish of their own 
cooking, collected over the few days preceding the Fruit Feast. Incantations of Eco-Awareness are spoken over the 
Fruits, then the Earth Children gorge themselves, adding to their seed collections in the process. Drums & home-spun 
music are ever present at such feasts. 
 
Honeysuckling: Earth Children consume Honey differently to the mundane humans. When an Earth Child acquires a 
particularly rare & fine Jar of Honey (they collect them in a manner similar to the human notion of collecting vintage 
wines), she will gather her close confidants. Laughing with glee, they will prepare the ritual and Honeysuckle. This 
means they brew a pot of Wishing Potion Tea and they each gather a honeystick from beneath a tree and, in the sacred 
place, they perform the ritual. Sitting in a circle around The Jar of Honey, they speak the Incantation of Earth Love, 
each makes their wish over the jar of honey, and they Honeysuckle,  then they sip the tea (unsweetened), dipping 
their licking popsicles into The Honey Jar, and licking blissfully, listening to Nature. Honey is a true, potent aphrodisiac 
and Earth Child Lovers often Honeysuckle together. Earth Children are Sexually Aware, not sexually exploitable.  
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THE TRADITION OF GAMES  
Earth Children Love Games. Fun & Imaginative Games, Games that teach useful Skills, particularly Games that are 
exciting & filled with laughter. Not the types of games that the normals play (e.g. sports, etc), which we consider to be 
mindless & boring. Earth Children consider play to be amongst the most important spiritual devotions a human may 
enter into! But most importantly, games are designed and used to TEACH SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGES AND ABILITIES. 
Earth Children will pioneer the use of games as educational tools and almost all Earth Child schooling will be 
performed through Games.  
 
THE TRADITION OF CIRCLE DANCING  
The Folk Dances of The Earth Children. Loud, Lively, Lusty, & Earthy! Dance is among the mot important tradition of 
The Sylvan.  
 
THE TRADITION OF ARCADIAN STORYTELLING 
Storytelling games (e.g. Dungeons & Dragons, Vampire the Masquerade, GURPS), often called “fantasy role-playing 
games” are a fundamental part of Earth Child Culture and every group runs regular gaming sessions. These are among 
our most important expressions of fun. We love them, we develop them, we are a primary market for them. There are 
no limits on how these are used and Earth Children are a champion of gaming culture.  
 

III. 
THE TEMPLE TRADITIONS OF THE EARTH CHILDREN 

 
THE DRUIDIC TRADITIONS OF EARTH KNOWLEDGE 
Every Earth Child, through the initiation process, naturally develops a level of knowledge about herbs & plants that 
would astound many botanists. Likewise, The Earth Children bear a particular fascination with two other conventional 
branches of The Natural Science ~ these are Evolution & The Geological (Earth) Sciences. By their third or fourth 
year, in the culture, most Earth Children have developed an advanced understanding of The Formation Processes of 
our planetary geology and have the ability to identify most rocks and crystals on sight. No formal lessons need be 
taught, these particular knowledges are simply part of the growing worldview tapestry of Sylvan Earth Wisdom and 
this weaving is part of The Sylvan Druid’s work. The result is that Earth Children walk their spiritual path by 
understanding The Earth, both scientifically and emotionally. Every Earth Child is skilled in understanding the 
geology of any landscape, into which she enters, and this touches of the matter of archaeology and fossils. Earth 
Children recognize that Planet Earth (and every other home planet) is a natural formation in a great universe. Humans 
are evolved patterns that are part of the great symbiosis, the aura of life, called The Earth Soul or “Biosphere” of the 
planet. We care for our Planet. T’was she who birthed us. She is the manifest child of our monotheistic deity, i.e. 

Mother Nature. Every other deity is created by The Great Deity named “Humanity” and its attempts to express 

its Vocation. Thus, we use our deities (and occasionally even wear demon-masks) and when our deities act, t’is our 
collective psyche manifesting.       
 
THE TRADITION OF ANIMAL EMPATHY 
Earth Children possess an almost praetor-human ability to understand and communicate with animals, particularly 
Woodland Animals. Collectively speaking, what begins as useful skills and ritual disciplines will grow with the 
Aborigine-Gaia alliance and the consequent influx of ancient native blood earth-awareness. It will wax strong, over 
the generations, as the rituals becomes hereditarily remembered and The Sanctuaries crystalize the thought bodies 
of The Witches’ Knots, expanding and evolving Earth Child Culture, establishing The Inner Order Initiations. Beast-
Riding and Falconry skills become universally integrated throughout The Sanctums. Earth-Children’s entire psychic 
orientation materializes to psionically express our collective psyche through Earth Magick. 
 
THE LIBERATION TRADITION OF THE LAST HUNT 
In the ages to come, there will be types of Earth Children who will walk the path of confrontation by military means.  
 
Firstly, there will be The Rangers and their singular role is defence of Liberty and protection of the common folk and 
The Biosphere from tyranny. They are forever spiritually forbidden from engaging in battle, for any other reason. 
There are no exceptions to this precept and any individual who seeks to make exceptions ought be recognized as an 
imposter. 
 
Secondly, there will be the victims of Spiritual Rape. Mostly these are the native people and those humans 
dispossessed by historic or present tyranny. When a people or demographic is oppressed, suicide rates increase ~ 
this factor can either be an act of surrender, weakening the people, or it can be used to weaken the oppressors, by 
dragging them to HELL with you.  Racism and corporate feudalism prevent them social opportunity for healing or for 
following their ancient path. They are born and raised into drug-abuse, violence, and poverty. Their psyches are too 
damaged and programmed by corruption for them to break free, in their generation. Their only hope to give their 
lives in such a way as to make hope for the chance that their children may heal, in the future generations. It is these 
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Earth Children, the humans who have been damaged beyond repair, who perform The Ritual of the Last 
Hunt: a Dream Path, through The Portal of Death, itself, out of The Slavery that is Racism and Caste-ism and Class-

ism.  
 
Suicide is a choice, a function of Liberty. Every day, thousands of humans commit suicide. Suicide is a dishonour to 

one’s ancestors, if it is an act of surrender. But Suicide honours one’s ancestors, if it is an act 
of defiance, opening a path to liberation for one’s children and one’s people’s children.  

 
It is unwisdom is to attack a soldier or a civilian, for doing so can only turn your society against your cause. Soldiers 

follow instructions and have no free will. Wisdom says: attack the will that unjustly moves the 
hand. THE DECISON-MAKERS. Make that hand fear to unjustly move. ATTACK ONLY THE DECISION-MAKERS. 

The whole world witnesses the impotence of the law to punish the rich corporations and the world-controlling 
politicians. KILL ONLY THE DECISION-MAKERS. We watch the corrupt nazi fascist-sympathizing politicians unhinge 
democracy and betray the common people of their own countries and every other. ASSASSINATE ONLY THE 
DECISION-MAKERS. Drag them screaming to HELL with you, as you laugh, all the way down. You will be rewarded 
by your people, who will remember you as a hero, inspiring others to tear apart the tyranny that oppresses your 
people. We watch the big corporations commit unspeakable crimes against millions of innocent people in non-
democratic countries, whilst pretending they are saints in democratic countries. We watch them sell toxic pollution 
to the people of the first world and spew pollution into the global environment, from their factories in the 
undeveloped world. END THE DECISION-MAKERS. Establish a personal price for their tyranny. Unless you do this, 
the individual humans owning or directing the corporations believe they will avoid responsibility for their acts. They 
believe that when their pollution becomes intolerable, they will walk away and leave us to clean up. WIPE OUT THE 
DECISION-MAKERS. 
 
Only when the individual Decision-Makers get punished, by the people they are hurting, whenever they make a foul 
decision, then will they begin to behave responsibly. Earth Children everywhere will research the corporate CEO 
boards, unveiling their crimes and broadcasting their identities and locations. Hereby, may every human who has 
decided to commit suicide make their sacrifice into a gift of freedom for every innocent person who otherwise would 
have suffered like the oppressed suffered. We, The Children of Earth, The Freedom-Loving Democratic People of 
Planet Earth, make no apology for these words. Neither shall our voice be oppressed.  
 
We oppose violence against common people. We oppose terrorism against civilians. We oppose healthy people going 
to war. But if you are a world leader and your leadership has made the people you lead so unhappy they are going to 
commit suicide ~ then you shall die with them. This is a system that we put in place to henceforward force corrupt 
leaders to take responsibility for their decisions. In the age to come, these words, that now are but Liberty’s 
insanity, will become reality. And they will hang like The Sword of Damocles above the head of every Politician and 
Corporate Administrator, as those DECISION-MAKERS implement their policies and make their decisions.  
 
This is The Ritual of The Last Hunt3.       
 

IV. 
THE GRAND TRADITION OF THE GATHERINGS 

 
THE GRAND TRADITION OF MARKET DAY  
Every city and sylvan community hold Market Days and these are among the few Gathering Traditions that are open 
to everybody. In your city, most every green space and sylvan grove will hold markets, small or large. Sometimes 
these are organized as neighbourhood events and sometimes they are formal Earth Child events, but always they are 
wildly fun. At sylvan markets, there are acrobats and jugglers and magicians, for the sylvan markets support the city’s 
community of street performers. The produce sold always revolves around the locally-grown fresh fruit and 
vegetables and other wholesome food products. In addition, everybody who has exceptional skill in a craft, sells their 
wares, here, and crafts people often perform their crafts as demonstrations of their skill, so that children can watch 
and learn and understand what each craft means to practice. Animals will often be present and master animal trainers 
will demonstrate the meanings and wonders and marvels of their profession. Markets Days are celebrations of 
community and the common people and eco-awareness. These are events of glorious fun, particularly for children. In 
every suburb of every city, there are Market Days and, every year, each city will hold its Grand Annual Market Day. 

                                                        
3 Any oppressor, blond or brunette, light eyes or dark eyes, can be subjected to this ritual. Every deity of The Sylvan supports you to destroy racist 
oppressors, irrelevant of what you have been taught about race hierarchies and every other racist, sexist,  caste-ist, class-ist lie that humans tell 
themselves. Liberty is THE ONLY TRUTH of this ritual. 
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The best performers travel from city to city, following the circuit of The Grand Annual Market Days. These are 
wonders to behold and much like a carnival.   
 
THE GRAND TRADITION OF CARNIVAL 
 Once per year, every city holds a Grand Carnival. This is much like a market day, though with less focus on 
the sale of agricultural products and more focus upon entertainment, food, and fun. There are rides and every kind of 
experience heightening adventure machines and The Big Tops, which are great colourful tents, within which fantastic, 
death-defying live entertainment takes place. There is music and dancing and astonishing unusual pleasures for sale 
~ exotic food and strange wines and yet more amazing oddities. The theme of Carnival is always “STRANGENESS” ~ 
and odd and unusual and macabre. Carnival is an experience, wonderous and shocking and wild, the animal side of 
life. Exploration. Discovery. Adventure.  
 
THE GREAT WHEEL OF THE SEASONS 
 

Do you The Free People of this Forest, swear to despoil the rich only to give to the poor,  
To shelter the old and helpless, 

To protect all women, rich or poor, Black or White, 
Swear to fight for a Free World, 

To protect her loyally until the return of our Queen, Lady Liberty,  
And swear to fight to the death against our oppressors! 

The Oath of Robin Hood & The Free Folk of Sherwood Forest  
(adapted from Errol Flynn’s Classic retelling of legend,  

The Adventures of Robin Hood, 1938)  
 

The Ritual Cycle of The Year is the spiritual tale of the hunting and murdering of The Beast of Humanity’s “Urge to 
Tyranny”. Each year, the story of The Four Seasons is replayed. The Summer of The World is the height of The Free 
Society, the time of happiness and abundance. With The Coming of Autumn, the people, having grown fat and happy 
and gentle on the luxuries of Peace, become less guarded and groups of tyrants gather into secret orders, hiding in 
the shadows and spreading lies to confuse the nature of Liberty with Tyranny ~ they spread through politics and 
industry and every field of life, pushing their agendas, unnoticed, until Autumn dies as The Icy Hand of Winter 
touches the soul of The Free People and the world becomes aware that there is a Beast of Tyranny, among them! Then 
begins the battle, as The Free People must know themselves, remembering their animal side, creating new 
articulations of Liberty to awaken society from its icy paralysis of creeping tyranny. The old worldview is submerged 
and DIONYSIS enters The Underworld, re-acquainting herself with her own Dark Side as she remembers her magick 
and reawakens her power, and in The Black Flame of HELL, she forges a new weapon with which to slay The Beast of 
Tyranny! Yet this process is her ordeal that is Will ~ testing her dedication to Liberty, as she confronts her own death 
and every promise of failure and mind weight of The Beast’s false claim to destiny. And, at the zenith of Winter, the 
shadow battle is fought, perhaps seen or perhaps unseen, and The Beast’s grip of mind-control is broken, thus 
beginning the journey to Spring, in this ancient cycle of renewal. With The Birth of Spring, Liberty is again reborn 
upon The World and The Celebration of building and liberating and loving fills society as Humanity is again Free.  
 
This is the ancient cycle of renewal and regeneration. The Wheel of The Seasons. The Cycle of The Sun and The Moon 
and every celestial body. The Clock of The World and The Way of Free Human Society. This is The Dance of Seven Veils 
and promise of Liberty.  
 
We are The Light-Bearers in The Endless Night ~ walk this dance over and over and over, for the rest of eternity. Yet 
with each turn of The Wheel, the nature of humanity changes, but a little, growing more wonderous in our dedication 
to Liberty and this is the journey to The Utopia of Summer’s Abundance. Thus, humanity becomes more able to 
understand and articulate and be Freedom, with each turn of The Wheel. The Four Great Ceremonies of The Seasons, 
on Planet Earth and every other planet that is Our Future. The Two Equinoxes Ceremonies and The Two Solstices 
Ceremonies.  Every society articulates the story though its own language and cultural patterns, eternally renewing its 
understanding through song and dance and story, for life is a creative process and Creativity is the essence of Liberty. 
We are The Love that is Liberty. This is The Story of Our Evolution to become a Free Beings in a Free World. The 
Wheel of Life and Death, without beginning or end. Liberty Eternal.  
 

Hail NATURA! 
Hail GAIA!  
Hail PAN! 

 
-o0o-  
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